Abstract: Nanoscale metallic multilayer films (NMMFs) have captured scientific interests on their mechanical responses. Compared with the properties of monolithic films, multilayers possess unique high strength as the individual layer thickness reduces to the nanoscale, which is benefited from the plentiful hetero-interfaces. However, NMMFs always exhibit a low fracture toughness and ductility, which seriously hinders their practical applications. While there have been reviews on the strengthening and deformation mechanisms of microlaminate, rapid developments in nanotechnology have brought an urgent requirement for an overview focused on the cracking and toughening mechanisms in nanoscale metallic multilayers. This article provides an extensive review on the structure, standard methodology and fracture mechanisms of NMMFs. A number of issues about the crack-related properties of NMMFs have been displayed, such as fracture toughness, wear resistance, adhesion energy, and plastic instability. Taken together, it is hoped that this review will achieve the following two purposes: (1) introducing the size-dependent cracking and toughness performance in NMMFs; and (2) offer a better understanding of the role interfaces displayed in toughening mechanisms. Finally, we list a few questions we concerned, which may shed light on further development.
Introduction
Composite materials with unique mechanical properties were widely applied long before the discipline of materials science existed. Depositing multiple materials in turns can produce the multilayered structure, among which metal/metal and metal/ceramic multilayers are well studied [1, 2] . Particularly, owing to their unusual mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties provided by different metallic phases, nanoscale metallic multilayer films (NMMFs) are promising for micro-electro-mechanical systems. Additionally, the tunable length scale and interface features enable NMMF a basic model for the fundamental studies of length-scale and interface-structure dependent mechanical properties in metal and alloys. Generally, the strength of NMMFs often exhibit an order-of-magnitude increasement [1] [2] [3] [4] without overly compromising ductility [5] [6] [7] [8] . Generally, the strength of NMMFs can approach 1/3 of the theoretical strength µ/30 of GPa-level [3] . The strengthening effect is always related to the structure nature of the bicrystal interfaces [9] [10] [11] .
Therefore, the essential concept of mechanical behavior in NMMFs is that, unlike bulk composites following the rule-of-mixtures law, the volume fraction of the constituent phase is not the pivotal factor. In particular, as numerous studies concerning the strengthening effects, recent studies have focused on the role of interface in material toughening [5, 8, 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Similar to the strengthening effect identified in NMMFs, both the layer thickness and the specific interface structures become the decisive parameters strengthening effect identified in NMMFs, both the layer thickness and the specific interface structures become the decisive parameters to control fracture behavior and toughening process in NMMFs. Then the interface engineering, which is considered as achieving the desired properties by effectively controlling the distribution of heterophase interface and interfacial character, has been a main job in material science and engineering. However, pioneer understanding stays in a phenomenal level that interfaces act as obstacles to cracks. From this aspect, the well-defined layer structure and continuous interface in NMMFs provide essentially conditions for accurate understanding the crack-interface interaction. Thus, the remainder of this paper focuses on selected efforts in the field, classified by microstructure, mechanical as well as fracture-related properties in NMMFs, aiming to uncover the underlying plasticity deformation and toughening mechanism, which is considered essential for designing multilayers.
Microstructure

Interface Structure
NMMFs with high interfacial density and controllable length scale are always fabricated via physical vapor deposition (PVD) and electro-deposition (ED). Starting from a substrate (rigid Si or compliant polymer), two different metals deposit on each other alternately, until the expected layer thickness is attained. Between two phases, an atomically sharp interface can be formed, which has been classified into three groups: coherent interface, semi-coherent interface and incoherent interface.
Layers of materials between coherent interfaces are with identical crystallographic structure and approximate lattice parameter, commonly appeared in fcc/fcc multilayers, such as Cu/Ni [17] . The slip systems are nearly continuous across the adjacent layers; dislocations can pass across the coherent interfaces ( Figure 1 ). But the small lattice mismatch of the interface can result in high coherent stresses, leading to the enhanced hardness/strength of multilayers. The same as coherent interfaces, there is the same crystallographic structure in two layers with semi-coherent interfaces, but with larger lattice mismatch. Semi-coherent interfaces are commonly appeared in multilayer systems which have large lattice mismatch. Misfit dislocation is often introduced to relieve the severe lattice distortion. Consequently, the dislocations at the interface attributes to the interface barrier. On the other hand, semi-coherent interface are likely to transform to coherent interface as h is small enough (smaller than the critical thickness hc). Information about interface structure evolution with the variation of h are shown later in Section 2.2.2.
The interfaces with distinct lattice structures, which possess a high lattice mismatch, are incoherent interfaces. Incoherent interfaces are commonly appeared in fcc/bcc multilayers [18, 19] . The same as coherent interfaces, there is the same crystallographic structure in two layers with semi-coherent interfaces, but with larger lattice mismatch. Semi-coherent interfaces are commonly appeared in multilayer systems which have large lattice mismatch. Misfit dislocation is often introduced to relieve the severe lattice distortion. Consequently, the dislocations at the interface attributes to the interface barrier. On the other hand, semi-coherent interface are likely to transform to coherent interface as h is small enough (smaller than the critical thickness h c ). Information about interface structure evolution with the variation of h are shown later in Section 2.2.2.
The interfaces with distinct lattice structures, which possess a high lattice mismatch, are incoherent interfaces. Incoherent interfaces are commonly appeared in fcc/bcc multilayers [18, 19] . TEM photos
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Phase structure transformation, which is difficulty for the bulks, can be directly detected in NMMFs since a great deal of interfaces can be the nucleation sites for phase transformation. Transformation of lattice structures often occurred when h is small [20, 21] . HRTEM images of (111) Cu/Co multilayers in Figure 3a shows that an fcc Co layer first formed on Cu, followed by an hcp Co layer. The orientation relationship between fcc and hcp Co is shown in Figure 3b . For Al/Ti multilayers [22] , the interesting sequence of crystal structure transformation has also been reported. 
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where γ in and γ c are the incoherent and coherent interface energy for fcc/bcc and fcc/fcc respectively; µ and a are the shear modulus and atomic radiuses; R is the ideal gas constant, v is the Poisson ratio; a, H m , S vib , and V m are the mean values of the atomic diameter, the melting enthalpy, the vibration part of the overall melting entropy and the molar volumes of corresponding substances consisting of interfaces, respectively. According to Equations (1) and (2), the bi-phase diagram representing phase stability as a function of reciprocal scale (1/λ) and composition (in this case f Nb ) is used to construct the structure transformation in the NMMFs as shown in Figure 5b . Then the microstructure of NMMFs can be effectively controlled by tailoring their layer thickness and composition. However, with regard to fcc/bcc NMMFs phase structure transition must be achieved under more rigorous conditions [27] [28] [29] . The common way to shrink characteristic dimensions toward to nanoregime also works in Cu/Fe NMMFs. However, fcc Fe can only be observed when h is as small as 0.75 nm [30] . Large shear stress induced by misfit strain energy in fcc/bcc NMMFs commonly plays an important role. The phase transition of Nb has been found in Cu/Nb NMMFs [27] . Additionally, a continuous and reversible bcc-fcc phase transformation via a rotation of bcc {110} or fcc {111} planes is observed in the Bain orientation in V/Ag NMMFs [29] . The large stress for structure transition to operate is also dependent on the length scale. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the deposited Cu layer initially grows as bcc with misfit located at interface [31] . The phase transition is also detected in Al/W NMMFs with a fixed 5 nm W layer experimentally [28] , bcc Al layers was observed in 1 nm Al and 5 nm W NMMF despite the large lattice mismatch and significantly different lattice structures between Al and W. However, bcc Al does not appear in Al/W with equal individual layer thickness of 5 nm because of the reduction of high interfacial stresses.
Interface Structure Evolution
The degree of epitaxy, coherency, and texture of multilayers increased with decreasing h in fcc/fcc, hcp/hcp, and fcc/hcp NMMFs. For fcc/fcc Ag/Al [4] with lattice parameter mismatch is <1%, only a single peak was present in XRD results as shown in Figure 6a , indicating epitaxial character for all multilayers; for hcp/hcp Mg/Ti [32] , epitaxial deposition between Mg and Ti matching the basal plane has been the prevalent growth mode as h is small enough, in spite of the relatively large lattice mismatch between Mg and Ti ( Figure 6b) ; for fcc/hcp Cu/Co [20] , interface structure evolution will experience different stages as h decreases (Figures 3 and 6c) . The moderate lattice mismatch between Cu and Co indicated that the interface of the Cu/Co multilayers should be semi-coherent at best. At However, with regard to fcc/bcc NMMFs phase structure transition must be achieved under more rigorous conditions [27] [28] [29] . The common way to shrink characteristic dimensions toward to nanoregime also works in Cu/Fe NMMFs. However, fcc Fe can only be observed when h is as small as 0.75 nm [30] . Large shear stress induced by misfit strain energy in fcc/bcc NMMFs commonly plays an important role. The phase transition of Nb has been found in Cu/Nb NMMFs [27] . Additionally, a continuous and reversible bcc-fcc phase transformation via a rotation of bcc {110} or fcc {111} planes is observed in the Bain orientation in V/Ag NMMFs [29] . The large stress for structure transition to operate is also dependent on the length scale. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the deposited Cu layer initially grows as bcc with misfit located at interface [31] . The phase transition is also detected in Al/W NMMFs with a fixed 5 nm W layer experimentally [28] , bcc Al layers was observed in 1 nm Al and 5 nm W NMMF despite the large lattice mismatch and significantly different lattice structures between Al and W. However, bcc Al does not appear in Al/W with equal individual layer thickness of 5 nm because of the reduction of high interfacial stresses.
The degree of epitaxy, coherency, and texture of multilayers increased with decreasing h in fcc/fcc, hcp/hcp, and fcc/hcp NMMFs. For fcc/fcc Ag/Al [4] with lattice parameter mismatch is <1%, only a single peak was present in XRD results as shown in Figure 6a , indicating epitaxial character for all multilayers; for hcp/hcp Mg/Ti [32] , epitaxial deposition between Mg and Ti matching the basal plane has been the prevalent growth mode as h is small enough, in spite of the relatively large lattice mismatch between Mg and Ti ( Figure 6b) ; for fcc/hcp Cu/Co [20] , interface structure evolution will experience different stages as h decreases (Figures 3 and 6c) . The moderate lattice mismatch between Cu and Co indicated that the interface of the Cu/Co multilayers should be semi-coherent at best.
At the Cu/Co interface, dis-registry of atoms could be replaced by misfit dislocations periodically. The equilibrium spacing of misfit dislocations is given as:
In general, as suggested by Matthews and Hoagland [33] [34] [35] [36] , the critical thickness h c for epitaxial growth could be larger than the calculated value by Equation (4) since other strain relaxation factors, such as the elastic isotropy, linear elastic strain in the lattices or difficulties associated with the formation of misfit dislocations, are involved. 
In general, as suggested by Matthews and Hoagland [33] [34] [35] [36] , the critical thickness hc for epitaxial growth could be larger than the calculated value by Equation (4) since other strain relaxation factors, such as the elastic isotropy, linear elastic strain in the lattices or difficulties associated with the formation of misfit dislocations, are involved. 
Basic Mechanical Properties
Experiment Methods
The methodologies employed to measure mechanical and fracture properties for NMMFs fall into one of these methods: nanoindentation, uniaxial tensile, micropillar compression, bending, and scratching, which are discussed in detail below.
Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation is the most popular protocol in assessment of mechanical properties for NMMFs. A scanning electron micrograph of the nanoindentation residual impression of an Ag/Co NMMFs is shown in Figure 7a [37] . The hardness and elastic modulus are measured with nanoindentation [38, 39] . In addition, this technique is also available for measuring strain rate sensitivity, the stress exponent for creep, activation energy and fracture behavior [15, [40] [41] [42] [43] . A typical set of load-displacement data are presented in Figure 7b , which also serves to define some experimental quantities. The key quantities are the peak load Pmax, the maximum displacement hmax, and the projected contact area of the impression A. For nanoindentation, the contact stiffness with the contact area in conjunction provides a valid measurement of the hardness H and elastic modulus Eeff as:
and:
where  is a constant which depends on the geometry of the indenter. The effective modulus, which is responsible for the fact that elastic deformation occurs in both the specimen and the indenter, is given by: 
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where β is a constant which depends on the geometry of the indenter. The effective modulus, which is responsible for the fact that elastic deformation occurs in both the specimen and the indenter, is given by:
Since nanoindentation has been the primary mechanical test method, the nominal strain to failure data for NMMFs is limited, Uniaxial tensile testing can cover this shortage [8, 12, [46] [47] [48] . During tensile testing, the strain and stress were automatically recorded by machine and then Young's modulus of the film/substrate system (Etotal) and the substrate (Es)), and the yield strength of the film/substrate system ( total  ) and the substrate ( s  ) are calculated from the  - curve [49] [50] [51] .
The yield strength ( y  ) is determined as the 0.2% offset. Accordingly, Young's modulus (Ef) and the yield strength ( f  ) of the NMMFs can be determined from the following equations [51] : Equation (7) is suitable to a thin film on a substrate as long as the multilayer and substrate have the same elastic properties. If the multilayer and substrate are elastically inhomogeneous, a simple model developed by Doerner and Nix [45] is used in order to avoid the substrate effects on the intrinsic modulus of the NMMFs as:
where α is a constant, h f is the multilayer thickness and h 0 is the penetration depth.
Uniaxial Tensile
Since nanoindentation has been the primary mechanical test method, the nominal strain to failure data for NMMFs is limited, Uniaxial tensile testing can cover this shortage [8, 12, [46] [47] [48] . During tensile testing, the strain and stress were automatically recorded by machine and then Young's modulus of the film/substrate system (E total ) and the substrate (E s )), and the yield strength of the film/substrate system (σ total ) and the substrate (σ s ) are calculated from the σ-ε curve [49] [50] [51] . The yield strength (σ y ) is determined as the 0.2% offset. Accordingly, Young's modulus (E f ) and the yield strength (σ f ) of the NMMFs can be determined from the following equations [51] :
A macroscopic strain (ε c ) obtained from the R-ε curves [49] is used to characterize the ductility. Respective SEM images are often shown thereafter to characterize the fracture behavior, as shown in Cu/Nb NMMFs in Figure 8 [52] . The cracking of brittle films is described analytically with a 2-D steady-state models [53] , in which the steady-state energy release rate ξ can be described as [53] :
where E is the Young's modulus of the NMMFs; σ is the tensile stress of NMMFs at ε c ; t is the multilayer thickness; and g(α, β) is calculated from the elastic mismatch between the film and substrate, with α 1 and α 2 being the two Dundurs' parameters [54] . The fracture toughness (K IC ) of the NMMFs is generally expressed as [55] : (12) and:
A macroscopic strain ( c  ) obtained from the R-ε curves [49] is used to characterize the ductility.
Respective SEM images are often shown thereafter to characterize the fracture behavior, as shown in Cu/Nb NMMFs in Figure 8 [52] . The cracking of brittle films is described analytically with a 2-D steady-state models [53] , in which the steady-state energy release rate  can be described as [53] : 
Flat Punch Micropillar Compression
For NMMFs, when h is below 20 nm, tensile tests reveal that insignificant deformability occurs in the test specimens as a result of small flaws [56] . In this condition, stress-strain curves and the ductility are not available using traditional methods. However, micropillar compression testing which enables measurement of stress-strain response at small h has been successfully used to investigate the mechanical performance of NMMFs [5, 13, 57] . Focused ion beam machining has created opportunities for fabricating micropillar NMMFs, where a sample is shaped with a high precision using a Ga+ ion beam [58, 59] . Figure 9 shows such a pillar with the layer direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis. 
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Respective SEM images are often shown thereafter to characterize the fracture behavior, as shown in Cu/Nb NMMFs in Figure 8 [52] . The cracking of brittle films is described analytically with a 2-D steady-state models [53] , in which the steady-state energy release rate  can be described as [53] :
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For NMMFs, when h is below 20 nm, tensile tests reveal that insignificant deformability occurs in the test specimens as a result of small flaws [56] . In this condition, stress-strain curves and the ductility are not available using traditional methods. However, micropillar compression testing which enables measurement of stress-strain response at small h has been successfully used to investigate the mechanical performance of NMMFs [5, 13, 57] . Focused ion beam machining has created opportunities for fabricating micropillar NMMFs, where a sample is shaped with a high precision using a Ga+ ion beam [58, 59] . Figure 9 shows such a pillar with the layer direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The microcompression test was performed with a flat punch diamond indenter. During testing, force-displacement data were continuously recorded, and a constant volume is used to calculate the true stress-strain curves, the homogeneous deformation assumption model is applied to characterize the deformation behavior [57, 60] . Considering the substrate effect and taper influences, the true strain ε T and true stress σ T are expressed as [60] :
where A 0 is the cross-sectional area at half initial height (L 0 ) of the pillar; r 0 is the radius at the top of the pillar; L p is the final height of the pillar; P is the load and E measured is the measured modulus of the tapered NMMFs determined from the unloading segments at strains between 1% and 5%; u tot is the total displacement; A Su , L Su and E Su are the average cross-sectional area, the total length and the modulus of the substrate pillar, respectively. The yield strength of micropillars is no longer expressed by flow stress at strain of 0.2%. Since large stress strain scatter is generally observed in the initial stage of plastic flow, the flow stress at a relatively large amount of strain (2%) is chosen [60, 61] . In general, the macroscopic deformability of these NMMFs micropillars, as well as the deformation behavior (homogeneous vs. in-homogeneous), has been a hot topics in the current literatures. Additionally, most of the micropillar work pays close attention to the effects of sample size i.e., pillar diameter on the yield strength [62] [63] [64] . In contrast, in small-scaled materials such as NMMFs, the extrinsic size and intrinsic size overlap in general. Unlike traditional nanoindentation test leading to a non-uniform stress state in the plastic zone within the sample [65, 66] , the microcompression methodology opened a new avenue for studying the origin of deformation instability in NMMFs with a nominally homogeneous stress state [61] .
Bending
Three-point bending tests are another testing method focusing on the fracture properties of NMMFs. Although tensile testing and micropillar compression are considered to be a direct and effective way determining the intrinsic plasticity/ductility properties, owing to difficulties with the experiments, three-point bending tests can be chosen to acquire the processes of deformation and fracture. Manufacturing a precrack, loading to induce crack propagation, measuring the critical stress needed to inflict fracture, and observing the fracture morphology is followed as a simple procedure to conduct. Figure 10 is the schematic illustration of three-point bending apparatus used for localized fracture experiment in NMMF [67] . It should be noted that the NMMF must be thin enough relative to the substrate in order to eliminate the effects of stress non-homogeneity at the crack tip. Figure 11 is a fractography of Cu/Au multilayer specimens [67] . During the bending processes, the energy difference (∆U e ) would represent the energy required to enable cracking of the film if the substrate remained elastic. The critical energy release rate ξ c can be described as [68] :
where U e is the elastic energy, A c is the area of the crack, h is the film thickness, dC/dr is the change in the compliance (C) of the film with respect to the change in crack length (r), ∆F is the measured force difference. For NMMFs, fracture toughness can be calculated through: 
Scratching
Scratch test is generally considered as one of the simple means in assessing adhesion strength of a film on its substrate [69] [70] [71] . Additionally, it has been widely used to evaluate the bonding strength [72] and tribological behaviors (friction and wear) of thin films [73, 74] . The nanoscratch technique provides a simple, versatile and rapid means to assess the scratch wear resistance among the techniques available to evaluate the nanotribological properties of thin films. Generally speaking, for brittle films, microcracks appear prior to the film adhesion failure [75] . The load corresponding to the crack initiation is often referred to cracking resistance. The coefficient of friction of NMMFs are found to increase with the scratch length, and the rate of increase has been found notably depending upon the periodicity of NMMFs [76] .
Yield Strength/Hardness
Original attraction in metallic NMMFs comes from the order-of-magnitude increases in yield strength accompanied by the decrease of h [77] . Hardness of the NMMF is acquired by multiplying reported tensile yield strengths by 2.7 [56] . The attention is mainly focused on h < 100 nm with the rapid development of nanotechnology. NMMFs are suitable for fundamental studies on the effects of length scale, in the range of micrometers and nanometers thickness, on the deformation mechanisms in metallic nanocomposites. Misra et al. [78] produced Figure 12 to summarize the deformation 
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Original attraction in metallic NMMFs comes from the order-of-magnitude increases in yield strength accompanied by the decrease of h [77] . Hardness of the NMMF is acquired by multiplying reported tensile yield strengths by 2.7 [56] . The attention is mainly focused on h < 100 nm with the rapid development of nanotechnology. NMMFs are suitable for fundamental studies on the effects of length scale, in the range of micrometers and nanometers thickness, on the deformation mechanisms in metallic nanocomposites. Misra et al. [78] produced Figure 12 to summarize the deformation regimes in metallic multilayer thin films as a function of individual layer thickness h. Under a constant modulation ratio of 1, the hardness/strength curve of NMMFs usually exhibits three different regions:
Hall-Petch, confined slip in single layer, and interface crossing. Among the numerous studies, extensive works have been experimentally and theoretically conducted on Cu-Ni [14, 17, 57, 77, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] and Cu-Nb [1, 5, 6, 27, 42, 78, 81, 86, 87] systems. Tables 1 and 2 compares peak hardness (H max ) , crystal structure and the hardness enhancement for the extensive investigated Cu/X and Ag/X NMMFs. The hardness enhancement is calculated from the hardness ratio of H max with the rule-of-mixtures hardness (H rom ) of the monolithic constituent films. Tables 1 and 2 compares peak hardness (Hmax), crystal structure and the hardness enhancement for the extensive investigated Cu/X and Ag/X NMMFs. The hardness enhancement is calculated from the hardness ratio of Hmax with the rule-of-mixtures hardness (Hrom) of the monolithic constituent films. 3.3. Ductility Figure 13 shows available maximum engineering strain at failure from micropillar compression [5, 13, 61, [99] [100] [101] and tensile [87, [102] [103] [104] [105] tests. As expected, tensile tests have much smaller values, illustrating that tensile failure often involves crack nucleation. Generally, the ductility and strength of materials are exclusive with each other [106] , i.e., the ductility of NMMFs decrease with decreasing h, showing an opposite trend to the strength [5, 8, 13, 102] . For compression, failure often involves shear localization in the micropillar sample [13, 107] , as discussed later in Section 4.5.2, They compressed Cu/Nb NMMFs pillars and found that the ductility decreases from 36% to 25% as h is reduced from 40 nm to 5 nm by using nanoindentation testing [5, 13] . Rolling strains of >60% without material failure is reported on nanoscale Cu/Nb multilayers [108, 109] . However, Misra et al.'s [110] results showed that the rolling strain to fracture of Cu/Nb multilayers decreased rapidly as the h was less than about 30 nm. Figure 13 shows available maximum engineering strain at failure from micropillar compression [5, 13, 61, [99] [100] [101] and tensile [87, [102] [103] [104] [105] tests. As expected, tensile tests have much smaller values, illustrating that tensile failure often involves crack nucleation. Generally, the ductility and strength of materials are exclusive with each other [106] , i.e., the ductility of NMMFs decrease with decreasing h, showing an opposite trend to the strength [5, 8, 13, 102] . For compression, failure often involves shear localization in the micropillar sample [13, 107] , as discussed later in Section 4.5.2., They compressed Cu/Nb NMMFs pillars and found that the ductility decreases from 36% to 25% as h is reduced from 40 nm to 5 nm by using nanoindentation testing [5, 13] . Rolling strains of >60% without material failure is reported on nanoscale Cu/Nb multilayers [108, 109] . However, Misra et al.'s [110] results showed that the rolling strain to fracture of Cu/Nb multilayers decreased rapidly as the h was less than about 30 nm. 
Ductility
Other Fracture Properties
Fracture Toughness
Length-Scale-Dependent of Fracture Behavior
The fracture mode of NMMFs was directly associated with the strengthening mechanism. Misra et al. [111] proposed a dislocation mechanism transition from Orowan bowing to interface crossing to interpret the limited ductility and fracture toughness. Zhu et al. [112] found that the Cu/Ta multilayer with thickness of 5 nm exhibited shear-mode fracture while the Cu/Ta multilayer with thickness of 125 nm fractured in an opening mode. According to the theoretical analyses, it is pronounced that the opening-mode and shear-mode fracture was relevant to interface crossing and Orowan bowing deformation mechanism, respectively. It further implies that the interface structure player a key role in the fracture behavior of metallic multilayers, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Additionally, the deformation and fracture behavior also display a strong length scale effect. When decreasing h, both the ductility and fracture toughness of NMMFs increases until a critical hcri. Below hcri the ductility and fracture toughness decrease with reducing h [8, 48, 52] . The size-dependent toughness shown here indicates that the failure mechanisms for NMMFs are complex and the controlling mechanisms are completely different in the two regions above and below hcri.
The fracture behavior in A/B NMMFs, which consists of alternating ductile (A) and brittle (B) layers, can be characterized by a micromechanical model [8, 55, 113] . The deformation capability of the ductile layers can be quantitatively obtained by an equilibrium number of dislocations accumulated in the A layer. Once the crack nucleated in the brittle B layer, it will propagate easily throughout the entire B layer and arrested by the interface, accompanied with high stress concentration around the crack tips. Crack propagation is caused by the variation in applied stress intensity, crack-tip shielding induced by the plastic deformation, and the capacity to accommodate The fracture mode of NMMFs was directly associated with the strengthening mechanism. Misra et al. [111] proposed a dislocation mechanism transition from Orowan bowing to interface crossing to interpret the limited ductility and fracture toughness. Zhu et al. [112] found that the Cu/Ta multilayer with thickness of 5 nm exhibited shear-mode fracture while the Cu/Ta multilayer with thickness of 125 nm fractured in an opening mode. According to the theoretical analyses, it is pronounced that the opening-mode and shear-mode fracture was relevant to interface crossing and Orowan bowing deformation mechanism, respectively. It further implies that the interface structure player a key role in the fracture behavior of metallic multilayers, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Additionally, the deformation and fracture behavior also display a strong length scale effect. When decreasing h, both the ductility and fracture toughness of NMMFs increases until a critical h cri . Below h cri the ductility and fracture toughness decrease with reducing h [8, 48, 52] . The size-dependent toughness shown here indicates that the failure mechanisms for NMMFs are complex and the controlling mechanisms are completely different in the two regions above and below h cri .
The fracture behavior in A/B NMMFs, which consists of alternating ductile (A) and brittle (B) layers, can be characterized by a micromechanical model [8, 55, 113] . The deformation capability of the ductile layers can be quantitatively obtained by an equilibrium number of dislocations accumulated in the A layer. Once the crack nucleated in the brittle B layer, it will propagate easily throughout the entire B layer and arrested by the interface, accompanied with high stress concentration around the crack tips. Crack propagation is caused by the variation in applied stress intensity, crack-tip shielding induced by the plastic deformation, and the capacity to accommodate the activity of crack-tip dislocation [8] . Dislocations may emit from the microcrack tip with two effects: firstly, the crack tip is blunted by the emitted dislocations and the stress concentration around crack tip is reduced (Figure 14a) . Consequently, it is difficult to achieve the cohesive strength of A layers and the fracture progress is improved; Secondly, once dislocations hindered by the interface (Figure 14a ), they send a stress back to the crack tip. Further dislocation emission will be impeded by the back stress and fracture progress is reduced. The equilibrium number of dislocations at a specific load is [8, 113] :
where ϕ = 45
• is the angle of inclination of the slip plane to the interface, A ≈ 1,r = 2.7r 0 /b, with r 0 being the effective core radius in A, the far field mode I stress intensity K app = 1.12σ app √ πh [55] ), h φ = h/ sin ϕ, and the surface energy γ, respectively:
The stress at the blunted crack tip σ tip is related to n and K app :
The microcrack will propagate from a channel crack when the microcrack tip stress reaches the σ c of the materials ( σ tip = σ c ). The maximum number (n max ) of equilibrium dislocations, which is generated from the crack tip before the cleavage in A layer can be obtained from Equations (17) and (19) . Under this condition, the far-field applied stress intensity is then the fracture toughness of the multilayers, which could be obtained as K IC = K app . The predicted n max in Cu/Nb (see Figure 14b ) apparently shows a size effect [8] . n max increases sharply when h increases from 5 nm to 25 nm, Larger n max means a better plastic deformation capability of Cu layers. The Cu layers is more ductile and hinder the crack propagation which comes from the brittle Nb layers. Additionally, with h increasing, the far field mode I stress intensity ahead of microcrack depends on the propagation of microcracks in Nb layer mainly, which is scaling with h 0.5 [114] . As a result, with increasing h, K increases, then the ductility and K IC of NMMFs decrease. Meanwhile, a large ISF means that the microcrack is easily to propagate to form an opening fracture, the transition in fracture mode, which will occur from opening to shear at h cri , is verified in Figure 15 [8] . In conclusion, the dominant factor which controls the modulation period and modulation ratio dependent fracture mode in NMMFs is the constraint effect from ductile layer on brittle layer [46] . 
Phase Transformation Enhanced Toughening
A contradictory to the length scale dependent deformation and fracture mode in Cu/Nb NMMFs have been experimental observed in Cu/Ru multilayers, which indicated that the deformation mode changed from brittle cracking to ductile shearing with decreasing h [15] . With a relatively strong interface and small lattice mismatch in fcc/hcp Cu/Ru, the degree of coherency, texture, and epitaxy of multilayers increase with decreasing h, then the transmissibility for dislocation is much higher as the slip system between the layers was continuous across the interface. Then continuous dislocation emission process controls the crack blunting and growth processes (see in Figure 16 ). As the dislocations will not be constrained by the interface, the propagation of dislocations emitted from a crack can loosely move both in-plane and out-of-plane. In this condition, when the crack tip reaches interface with crack length equals to the thickness of Ru layers, the fracture toughness is obtained as [15] : 
A contradictory to the length scale dependent deformation and fracture mode in Cu/Nb NMMFs have been experimental observed in Cu/Ru multilayers, which indicated that the deformation mode changed from brittle cracking to ductile shearing with decreasing h [15] . With a relatively strong interface and small lattice mismatch in fcc/hcp Cu/Ru, the degree of coherency, texture, and epitaxy of multilayers increase with decreasing h, then the transmissibility for dislocation is much higher as the slip system between the layers was continuous across the interface. Then continuous dislocation emission process controls the crack blunting and growth processes (see in Figure 16 ). As the dislocations will not be constrained by the interface, the propagation of dislocations emitted from a crack can loosely move both in-plane and out-of-plane. In this condition, when the crack tip reaches interface with crack length equals to the thickness of Ru layers, the fracture toughness is obtained as [15] :
where m is a constant of the NMMFs dependent on material systems. Equation (20) suggested that a small h is in favor of suppressing microcrack growth and increasing the fracture toughness. Furthermore, when h is decreasing, the slip continuity across interface increases, which provides more chances for dislocation transmission, thereby encouraging homogeneous deformation. Additionally, the strong bonding interface is more resistant to atomic decohesion compared to incoherent interface and, therefore, can store a larger amount of deformation-induced incompatibility before fracture occurs. where m is a constant of the NMMFs dependent on material systems. Equation (20) suggested that a small h is in favor of suppressing microcrack growth and increasing the fracture toughness. Furthermore, when h is decreasing, the slip continuity across interface increases, which provides more chances for dislocation transmission, thereby encouraging homogeneous deformation. Additionally, the strong bonding interface is more resistant to atomic decohesion compared to incoherent interface and, therefore, can store a larger amount of deformation-induced incompatibility before fracture occurs. On the other hand, the length scale dependent the fracture toughness of fcc/hcp NMMFS is also influenced by the transformation of lattice structures [15] . Due to the dimension induced phase transformation in Ru layer, the fcc/fcc Cu/Ru should possess a great deal of slip systems to accommodate plastic deformation; while, hcp Ru are difficult to deform due to few slip systems are available [21, 115, 116] . Accordingly, the difference in fracture toughness between fcc/hcp multilayers whether has structure transformation are summarized, as shown in Figure 17 . Clearly, both the multilayers exhibit fracture toughness improvement with decreasing h first, which is account for the effective interface shielding effect on crack propagation. In contrast, at a relatively large h the fcc/bcc without structure transformation display a decrease trend in fracture toughness compared with the fcc/hcp multilayers with structure transformation. This decrease can be reasonably explained on the basis of the slip discontinuity of dislocations crossing the layer interface and thus broke down the interface shielding effect. While with further reducing h in fcc/hcp multilayers, the coherent trend accompanied with structure transformation makes the dislocations crossing interface process possible and elevate the fracture toughness. The complex cracking behaviors in a series of multilayers are functions of length scales and interface structures. This approach is potentially able to effectively explain 'preparation-structure-properties' relationships that are pointing to promising route for the optimized combination of toughness and strength. The experimental results and theoretical analyses are helpful to control the dimension configurations or constituent phases to achieve target toughening properties in NMMFs. On the other hand, the length scale dependent the fracture toughness of fcc/hcp NMMFS is also influenced by the transformation of lattice structures [15] . Due to the dimension induced phase transformation in Ru layer, the fcc/fcc Cu/Ru should possess a great deal of slip systems to accommodate plastic deformation; while, hcp Ru are difficult to deform due to few slip systems are available [21, 115, 116] . Accordingly, the difference in fracture toughness between fcc/hcp multilayers whether has structure transformation are summarized, as shown in Figure 17 . Clearly, both the multilayers exhibit fracture toughness improvement with decreasing h first, which is account for the effective interface shielding effect on crack propagation. In contrast, at a relatively large h the fcc/bcc without structure transformation display a decrease trend in fracture toughness compared with the fcc/hcp multilayers with structure transformation. This decrease can be reasonably explained on the basis of the slip discontinuity of dislocations crossing the layer interface and thus broke down the interface shielding effect. While with further reducing h in fcc/hcp multilayers, the coherent trend accompanied with structure transformation makes the dislocations crossing interface process possible and elevate the fracture toughness. The complex cracking behaviors in a series of multilayers are functions of length scales and interface structures. This approach is potentially able to effectively explain 'preparation-structure-properties' relationships that are pointing to promising route for the optimized combination of toughness and strength. The experimental results and theoretical analyses are helpful to control the dimension configurations or constituent phases to achieve target toughening properties in NMMFs. Figure 17 . Evolution of fracture toughness with h for fcc/hcp multilayers with structure transformation and fcc/bcc without structure transformation. The figure demarcates regimes that exhibit distinct processes governing the crack and fracture phenomenon in this two multilayer systems. The sketches of the micro-mechanical fracture model, which shows the interface shielding effect, is presented in each region for clarity [15] .
Wear Resistance
A great deal of excellent properties in metallic nanolayered composites has extensively aroused a great effort to explore the properties under more realistic operating environments, such as friction and wear. Films are often produced with NMMF materials owing large hardness, coating technology has motivated an extensive interest in application of wear resistance. Since significant hardness enhancement and a drastic softening are often observed in elastic modulus [9] , a high ratio of H/E in multilayers which implies that they can induce the formation of self-organized microstructures with the potential improving wear resistance, as the ratio of hardness to elastic modulus has been proven as one of the significant parameters dominating a good wear resistance in a disparate range of materials [117] .
Wen et al. [76] has systematically investigated the wear properties of Ag/Ni NMMFs. In multilayer with h = 25 nm, there are fluctuations in the friction coefficient after a scratch length of 250 mm, which indicates the development of fine wear debris and possibly fracture. However, for multilayer with h = 2.5 nm, negligible fluctuation can be found at a scratch length about 350 mm, indicating better wear behavior in multilayers with decreasing h.
Adhesion Energy
The performance of thin films all depend on adhesion between the substrate and the film [118] [119] [120] [121] . Estimation of interfacial adhesion is also critically important in NMMFs [52, 122] . In measuring NMMF adhesion, uniaxial tensile and indentation tests are generally preferred to initiate and drive delamination between film and substrate. The specific value of the interfacial adhesion energy  is related to the cracking and buckling processes as [52] :
where *  is the buckle height, l is the half of the buckle width,  is an experimentally calibrated parameter and h is the layer thickness. For nanoindentation, the strain energy release rate for a circular buckle due to residual and indentation stresses was calculated as [122] : Figure 17 . Evolution of fracture toughness with h for fcc/hcp multilayers with structure transformation and fcc/bcc without structure transformation. The figure demarcates regimes that exhibit distinct processes governing the crack and fracture phenomenon in this two multilayer systems. The sketches of the micro-mechanical fracture model, which shows the interface shielding effect, is presented in each region for clarity [15] .
Wear Resistance
Adhesion Energy
The performance of thin films all depend on adhesion between the substrate and the film [118] [119] [120] [121] . Estimation of interfacial adhesion is also critically important in NMMFs [52, 122] . In measuring NMMF adhesion, uniaxial tensile and indentation tests are generally preferred to initiate and drive delamination between film and substrate. The specific value of the interfacial adhesion energy Γ is related to the cracking and buckling processes as [52] :
where δ * is the buckle height, l is the half of the buckle width, α is an experimentally calibrated parameter and h is the layer thickness. For nanoindentation, the strain energy release rate for a circular buckle due to residual and indentation stresses was calculated as [122] :
where:
here, c = [1 + 0.902(1 − v)] −1 [123] , a * is the crack radius, h f is the film thickness, V is the plastic volume displaced by the indenter, σ r is the residual stress in the film, E and v is the weighted elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively. Attention should be paid that the adhesion energy of NMMFs is related to the length scale when the modulation period λ is larger than 50 nm, as seen in Figure 18 . Because the curvature of buckles inevitably causes a local deformation gradient, geometrically dislocations are required to accommodate the deformation discrepancy. At λ < 50 nm, dislocations slide individually in-plane within the constrained layers based on the discussion in Section 3.2. The buckles have smaller dimensions and mainly produce elastic deformation. As a result, the determined adhesion energy exhibits λ-independence (I regime in Figure 18 ) and is close to the intrinsic value. At λ > 50 nm, dislocations can move loosely both in-plane and out-of-plane within the layers. Buckles with greater dimensions can be formed since a larger deformation gradient can be accommodated, which leads to an overestimate of the adhesion energy due to the plastic deformation. The thicker λ the greater the plastic deformation, and vice versa. Therefore, a remarkable λ-dependence of adhesion energy ismeasured, shown as regime II in Figure 18 .
where: [123] , a * is the crack radius, hf is the film thickness, V is the plastic volume displaced by the indenter, r  is the residual stress in the film, E and v is the weighted elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio respectively.
Attention should be paid that the adhesion energy of NMMFs is related to the length scale when the modulation period  is larger than 50 nm, as seen in Figure 18 . Because the curvature of buckles inevitably causes a local deformation gradient, geometrically dislocations are required to accommodate the deformation discrepancy. At  < 50 nm, dislocations slide individually in-plane within the constrained layers based on the discussion in Section 3.2. The buckles have smaller dimensions and mainly produce elastic deformation. As a result, the determined adhesion energy exhibits λ-independence (I regime in Figure 18 ) and is close to the intrinsic value. At  > 50 nm, dislocations can move loosely both in-plane and out-of-plane within the layers. Buckles with greater dimensions can be formed since a larger deformation gradient can be accommodated, which leads to an overestimate of the adhesion energy due to the plastic deformation. The thicker  the greater the plastic deformation, and vice versa. Therefore, a remarkable  -dependence of adhesion energy ismeasured, shown as regime II in Figure 18 . 
Radiation Induced Embrittlement
With nuclear accidents occurring frequently in recent years, the safety and reliability of nuclear reactor operation gathered much attention in the materials community [124] . Helium (He) implanted in nuclear reactor components, both fuels and structural elements, causes changes in their chemical compositions and degrades their mechanical and thermal properties [125] [126] [127] . Thus, the urgent mechanical requirements for structure materials under irradiation environment are needed such as: thermal creep resistance, increased strength, neutron radiation damage resistance [124] and superior corrosion. The mechanical performance of structure materials is still a key factor restricting the service life of the reactor, operation stability and exchange efficiency in the advanced nuclear fusion/fission reactors. To extend the operating limits and lifetimes of nuclear reactors, the ability to prevent degrading material properties by the growth of bubbles and the subsequent formation of blisters is required [128, 129] .
Electron and light ion irradiation of crystalline solids leads to the creation of large numbers of vacancies and interstitials that agglomerate to form nanometer-sized bubbles, dislocation loops, Figure 18 . Length scale dependent deformation behavior on the evaluated adhesion energy in NMMFs. Two regimes divided by λ crit represent the λ-independent and λ-dependent ranges, respectively [52] .
Electron and light ion irradiation of crystalline solids leads to the creation of large numbers of vacancies and interstitials that agglomerate to form nanometer-sized bubbles, dislocation loops, stacking-fault tetrahedra and voids [128, 130] . After irradiation, the defects (stacking-fault tetrahedra, cavities or dislocation loops) increase the stress requirement for yield and subsequent plastic flow, leading to irradiation hardening [96] . In conventional metals, radiation hardening is caused by the interaction of dislocations with two types of radiation induced defects: strong obstacles such as stacking-fault tetrahedra, interstitial loops and interstitials, and relatively weak obstacles such as He bubbles [131] . A barrier model is developed to estimate strengthening mechanism due to strong barriers. The increase in yield strength ∆σ after radiation is expressed by:
where M is the Taylor factor, α is a parameter that depends on the average barrier strength, N d is the defects density across the radiation damage region and d i is the diameter of interstitial loops. He bubble is treated as a weak obstacle when the bubble size is small enough. The FKH model is applied to estimate the He bubbles induced enhancement of yield strength, ∆σ, by [132] :
Orowan model [133] [134] [135] produces another describing of the hardening effect due to the dislocation pinning at point obstacles. For strong obstacles with spacing l, it is assumed that the glide dislocation bows to a semicircle with a radius of l/2. However, weak obstacles are overcome at the applied shear stresses less than which is needed to bend the dislocation to a semicircle, thus the Friedel equation is adopt [133, 134] :
(27)
where r d is the radius of the defect cluster and ϕ c is half of a critical bow-out angle between lines of a dislocation cutting an obstacle (Figure 19 ).
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stacking-fault tetrahedra and voids [128, 130] . After irradiation, the defects (stacking-fault tetrahedra, cavities or dislocation loops) increase the stress requirement for yield and subsequent plastic flow, leading to irradiation hardening [96] . In conventional metals, radiation hardening is caused by the interaction of dislocations with two types of radiation induced defects: strong obstacles such as stacking-fault tetrahedra, interstitial loops and interstitials, and relatively weak obstacles such as He bubbles [131] . A barrier model is developed to estimate strengthening mechanism due to strong barriers. The increase in yield strength   after radiation is expressed by:
where M is the Taylor factor, '
 is a parameter that depends on the average barrier strength, Nd is the defects density across the radiation damage region and di is the diameter of interstitial loops.
He bubble is treated as a weak obstacle when the bubble size is small enough. The FKH model is applied to estimate the He bubbles induced enhancement of yield strength,   , by [132] :
where rd is the radius of the defect cluster and c  is half of a critical bow-out angle between lines of a dislocation cutting an obstacle (Figure 19 ).  is the semi-critical angle at which the dislocation breaks away from the pinning points [96] .
The radiation-induced hardening in NMMFs was found to decrease with decreasing individual layer thickness. No changes in hardness was measured in multilayers with h less than 10 nm in Ag/V after implantation [96] . In the case of CLS, a glide dislocation loop confined in a layer with thickness h also experiences pinning from bubbles in the layers (Figure 20a ). The increase of stress   due to He bubbles can be acquired by: Figure 19 . Schematic illustration of glide dislocation interactions with nanometer-scale bubbles with the spacing of l. Numbers 1-3 show the steps of dislocation movement across the bubbles. φ c is the semi-critical angle at which the dislocation breaks away from the pinning points [96] .
The radiation-induced hardening in NMMFs was found to decrease with decreasing individual layer thickness. No changes in hardness was measured in multilayers with h less than 10 nm in Ag/V after implantation [96] . In the case of CLS, a glide dislocation loop confined in a layer with thickness h also experiences pinning from bubbles in the layers (Figure 20a ). The increase of stress ∆τ due to He bubbles can be acquired by:
where L is the average obstacle spacing and τ i is the average shear strength of obstacles. As the layer thickness h is small enough to ensure the interface crossing mechanism dominates in as-deposited multilayers (Figure 20b ), hardness has no increase after implantation, corresponding to h < l in Equation (29); the model of CLS dominates in multilayers when the layer thickness h is large, bubbles inside layers become obstacles which can enhance the hardness, leading to irradiation-induced hardening, which can be described by Equation (29); the dislocation pile-up mechanism dominates in as-deposited multilayers as the layer thickness h is further increased, thus ∆τ = τ i [96] .
where L is the average obstacle spacing and i  is the average shear strength of obstacles. As the layer thickness h is small enough to ensure the interface crossing mechanism dominates in asdeposited multilayers (Figure 20b ), hardness has no increase after implantation, corresponding to h < l in Equation (29) ; the model of CLS dominates in multilayers when the layer thickness h is large, bubbles inside layers become obstacles which can enhance the hardness, leading to irradiationinduced hardening, which can be described by Equation (29); the dislocation pile-up mechanism dominates in as-deposited multilayers as the layer thickness h is further increased, thus On the other hand, the introduction of abundant defects in materials at nanometer-length scale is one of the available strategies to achieve significantly enhancement of radiation tolerance [136] . Thus, NMMFs with large density of heterophase interfaces are evidently more resistant to radiation damage and have a higher He solubility [128] . The special role of heterogeneous interface in irradiation is often considered as follows. Firstly, NMMF nanostructured composites exhibit orderof-magnitude increases in He concentration. Helium implantation studies have shown that Cu/Nb nanocomposites have a higher He solubility than either Cu or Nb [137] [138] [139] . Secondly, the density of bubbles has been dramatically reduced in NMMFs. Although the He distribution is symmetrical along the interface, Figure 21 shows that obviously different bubble morphologies developed in the adjoining layers of Cu/Nb NMMF [128] . No bubbles were observed progressing into the Nb layer and the majority of bubbles were confined to the Cu side. Thirdly, the interface can effectively restrict the size of bubbles. Through an in-situ study, Yu et al. reported that 50 nm Ag/Ni NMMF has the smallest average defect size among Ag, Ni and their average value [136] . Fourthly, Helium capture ability mainly depends on the density of mismatch dislocation at the interface. Figure 22 shows the excellent agreement between misfit dislocation intersection densities at interfaces and the critical He concentrations per unit area of interface for a number of fcc/bcc NMMFs [140] . It must be pointed out that, except for He irradiation, for embrittlement induced by different radiations, the heterophase interfaces can act as effective sinks for defects from both strong obstacles such as interstitials, interstitial loops and stacking-fault tetrahedra, and relatively weak obstacles such as He bubbles. Therefore, NMMFs possessing excellent mechanical properties and having tunable interface Figure 20 . Schematic illustration of the length scale dependent deformation mechanism in multilayers after He irradiation. (a) When h is much larger than l, the deformation is via CLS with dislocations pinned by nanometer-scale bubbles. (b) When h is much smaller than l, the yield strength is determined by the crossing of single dislocation across interfaces, which contains a number of nanometer-scale He bubbles in the interface plane [96] .
On the other hand, the introduction of abundant defects in materials at nanometer-length scale is one of the available strategies to achieve significantly enhancement of radiation tolerance [136] . Thus, NMMFs with large density of heterophase interfaces are evidently more resistant to radiation damage and have a higher He solubility [128] . The special role of heterogeneous interface in irradiation is often considered as follows. Firstly, NMMF nanostructured composites exhibit order-of-magnitude increases in He concentration. Helium implantation studies have shown that Cu/Nb nanocomposites have a higher He solubility than either Cu or Nb [137] [138] [139] . Secondly, the density of bubbles has been dramatically reduced in NMMFs. Although the He distribution is symmetrical along the interface, Figure 21 shows that obviously different bubble morphologies developed in the adjoining layers of Cu/Nb NMMF [128] . No bubbles were observed progressing into the Nb layer and the majority of bubbles were confined to the Cu side. Thirdly, the interface can effectively restrict the size of bubbles. Through an in-situ study, Yu et al. reported that 50 nm Ag/Ni NMMF has the smallest average defect size among Ag, Ni and their average value [136] . Fourthly, Helium capture ability mainly depends on the density of mismatch dislocation at the interface. Figure 22 shows the excellent agreement between misfit dislocation intersection densities at interfaces and the critical He concentrations per unit area of interface for a number of fcc/bcc NMMFs [140] . It must be pointed out that, except for He irradiation, for embrittlement induced by different radiations, the heterophase interfaces can act as effective sinks for defects from both strong obstacles such as interstitials, interstitial loops and stacking-fault tetrahedra, and relatively weak obstacles such as He bubbles. Therefore, NMMFs possessing excellent mechanical properties and having tunable interface structure and length scale, have stimulated increasingly interest in the research of radiation environment. Interfaces in NMMFs are good traps for implanted He, at the same time, they are also susceptible to He-induced embrittlement [140] . Thus, understanding the toughening mechanisms transition of NMMFs after irradiation is of great importance. After irradiation, the rate-controlling deformation mechanism of NC Ni [141] was identified to be the interaction of dislocations with irradiationinduced defects instead of traditional dislocations GBs interaction. Yet the related research for plastic deformation behavior of NMMFs after irradiation is limited. More studies are needed in this field, mainly including the effect of internal feature sizes, the distribution of the bubble and the crack interaction with defects in multilayer films.
Plasticity Instability
Strain localization is a common deformation-induced instability in NMMFs, which results in crack nucleation and subsequent fracture. Two instabilities are mainly reported. Firstly, in such layered materials, plasticity could localize in one of the constituent layers; secondly, the ductility is limited by the formation of localized shear bands in NMMFs. Interfaces in NMMFs are good traps for implanted He, at the same time, they are also susceptible to He-induced embrittlement [140] . Thus, understanding the toughening mechanisms transition of NMMFs after irradiation is of great importance. After irradiation, the rate-controlling deformation mechanism of NC Ni [141] was identified to be the interaction of dislocations with irradiationinduced defects instead of traditional dislocations GBs interaction. Yet the related research for plastic deformation behavior of NMMFs after irradiation is limited. More studies are needed in this field, mainly including the effect of internal feature sizes, the distribution of the bubble and the crack interaction with defects in multilayer films.
Strain localization is a common deformation-induced instability in NMMFs, which results in crack nucleation and subsequent fracture. Two instabilities are mainly reported. Firstly, in such layered materials, plasticity could localize in one of the constituent layers; secondly, the ductility is limited by the formation of localized shear bands in NMMFs. Interfaces in NMMFs are good traps for implanted He, at the same time, they are also susceptible to He-induced embrittlement [140] . Thus, understanding the toughening mechanisms transition of NMMFs after irradiation is of great importance. After irradiation, the rate-controlling deformation mechanism of NC Ni [141] was identified to be the interaction of dislocations with irradiation-induced defects instead of traditional dislocations GBs interaction. Yet the related research for plastic deformation behavior of NMMFs after irradiation is limited. More studies are needed in this field, mainly including the effect of internal feature sizes, the distribution of the bubble and the crack interaction with defects in multilayer films.
Strain localization is a common deformation-induced instability in NMMFs, which results in crack nucleation and subsequent fracture. Two instabilities are mainly reported. Firstly, in such layered materials, plasticity could localize in one of the constituent layers; secondly, the ductility is limited by the formation of localized shear bands in NMMFs.
Plasticity Localization
Owning to complex stress states beneath the indenter, the hardness obtained from instrumented indentation are always difficult to interpret the relative deformation extent between the two constituent layers. Finite element studies by Tan and Shen [142] showed that hardness is significantly large for a homogenous sample versus a multilayer sample with the same average properties. Using micropillar compression, experiment result ( Figure 23 ) directly shows obvious extrusion of softer layers under the indenter. The deviation is proportional to the difference in individual layer yield strengths [32] . Wen et al. proposed a model of plastic deformation localization in soft layers which account for the low hardness in Ag/W NMMFs [98] . Plastic deformation only localized in soft layers at the initial stage of indentation, and hard layers only deflect to keep strain compatibility. Same test was performed on Ag/W NMMFs and a length scale dependent plasticity deformation mechanism is reported [40] . Plastic deformation of the Ag/W multilayers was accommodated by the two constituent layers together when the thickness of Ag layer is less than 20 nm, while the plastic deformation was mainly localized in Ag layers when thickness of Ag layer is larger than 20 nm. Owning to complex stress states beneath the indenter, the hardness obtained from instrumented indentation are always difficult to interpret the relative deformation extent between the two constituent layers. Finite element studies by Tan and Shen [142] showed that hardness is significantly large for a homogenous sample versus a multilayer sample with the same average properties. Using micropillar compression, experiment result ( Figure 23 ) directly shows obvious extrusion of softer layers under the indenter. The deviation is proportional to the difference in individual layer yield strengths [32] . Wen et al. proposed a model of plastic deformation localization in soft layers which account for the low hardness in Ag/W NMMFs [98] . Plastic deformation only localized in soft layers at the initial stage of indentation, and hard layers only deflect to keep strain compatibility. Same test was performed on Ag/W NMMFs and a length scale dependent plasticity deformation mechanism is reported [40] . Plastic deformation of the Ag/W multilayers was accommodated by the two constituent layers together when the thickness of Ag layer is less than 20 nm, while the plastic deformation was mainly localized in Ag layers when thickness of Ag layer is larger than 20 nm. 
Shear Banding Behavior
Shear banding behaviors were studied by many researchers and studies have been carried out to reveal mechanism of inhomogeneous flow in nanocystalline, amorphous solids and nanomultilayers. The mechanisms of shear bands in NMMFs are attributed to the diminishing strain hardening ability and low strain rate sensitivity as the number of dislocations is limited. The hindered dislocation motion inside small grains is expected to make interfaces more active to accommodate plastic deformation, which leads to interface-related deformation behaviors, such as grain boundary sliding, grain rotation, etc. Experimental results of Au/Cu NMMFs [143] demonstrate that inhomogeneous shear banding becomes prevalent (Figure 24 ) when the h of the multilayered composite approach the nanometer range. Additionally, the width of shear bands decreases with the decrease of h while the maximum interface kink angles and pileup height increases with the decrease of h [143] [144] [145] . Along with further microscopic observation, two different types of interface morphologies are observed with the variation of h, which is corresponding to two shear-deformation behaviors [146] . On one hand, cooperative layer buckling induced shear banding in multilayers with h of 25 nm (Figure 25a ). On the other hand, direct localized shearing go across a layer interface along a shear plane of the multilayers with h of 250 nm (Figure 25b ). On a nanometer scale, bucklingassisted GB sliding leads to plastic instability of the multilayer, while on a submicron scale or more, dislocation plasticity dominates deformation instability of the multilayer ( Figure 26 [88] ). Wang et al. discovered that the plastic instabilities of Au/Ti multilayers under indentation changed from shear bands to layer buckling induced-delamination when the layer thickness was increased from 25 nm to 250 nm [16] . 
Shear banding behaviors were studied by many researchers and studies have been carried out to reveal mechanism of inhomogeneous flow in nanocystalline, amorphous solids and nano-multilayers. The mechanisms of shear bands in NMMFs are attributed to the diminishing strain hardening ability and low strain rate sensitivity as the number of dislocations is limited. The hindered dislocation motion inside small grains is expected to make interfaces more active to accommodate plastic deformation, which leads to interface-related deformation behaviors, such as grain boundary sliding, grain rotation, etc. Experimental results of Au/Cu NMMFs [143] demonstrate that inhomogeneous shear banding becomes prevalent (Figure 24 ) when the h of the multilayered composite approach the nanometer range. Additionally, the width of shear bands decreases with the decrease of h while the maximum interface kink angles and pileup height increases with the decrease of h [143] [144] [145] . Along with further microscopic observation, two different types of interface morphologies are observed with the variation of h, which is corresponding to two shear-deformation behaviors [146] . On one hand, cooperative layer buckling induced shear banding in multilayers with h of 25 nm (Figure 25a ). On the other hand, direct localized shearing go across a layer interface along a shear plane of the multilayers with h of 250 nm (Figure 25b ). On a nanometer scale, buckling-assisted GB sliding leads to plastic instability of the multilayer, while on a submicron scale or more, dislocation plasticity dominates deformation instability of the multilayer ( Figure 26 [88] ). Wang et al. discovered that the plastic instabilities of Au/Ti multilayers under indentation changed from shear bands to layer buckling induced-delamination when the layer thickness was increased from 25 nm to 250 nm [16] . The plastic deformation transition from plasticity localization (soft phase dominates) to shear banding deformation (co-deformation of both layers) in NMMFs has also been detected in micropillar compression tests. Mara [13] and Li [101] studied the deformation mode of Cu/Nb nanopillar, and found that, with h changing from 70 nm to 40 nm to 5 nm, the deformation mode changed from uniform extrusion of the soft layer gradually to a shear banding deformation and finally (h = 5 nm) to the highly localized shear fracture. The internal characteristics size related deformation process was also detected in Al/Pd NMMFs under pillar compression [147] . Zhang and coworkers [61, 99] systematically investigated the effect of internal feature sizes (individual layer thickness h) and The plastic deformation transition from plasticity localization (soft phase dominates) to shear banding deformation (co-deformation of both layers) in NMMFs has also been detected in micropillar compression tests. Mara [13] and Li [101] studied the deformation mode of Cu/Nb nanopillar, and found that, with h changing from 70 nm to 40 nm to 5 nm, the deformation mode changed from uniform extrusion of the soft layer gradually to a shear banding deformation and finally (h = 5 nm) to the highly localized shear fracture. The internal characteristics size related deformation process was also detected in Al/Pd NMMFs under pillar compression [147] . Zhang and coworkers [61, 99] systematically investigated the effect of internal feature sizes (individual layer thickness h) and The plastic deformation transition from plasticity localization (soft phase dominates) to shear banding deformation (co-deformation of both layers) in NMMFs has also been detected in micropillar compression tests. Mara [13] and Li [101] studied the deformation mode of Cu/Nb nanopillar, and found that, with h changing from 70 nm to 40 nm to 5 nm, the deformation mode changed from uniform extrusion of the soft layer gradually to a shear banding deformation and finally (h = 5 nm) to the highly localized shear fracture. The internal characteristics size related deformation process was also detected in Al/Pd NMMFs under pillar compression [147] . Zhang and coworkers [61, 99] systematically investigated the effect of internal feature sizes (individual layer thickness h) and Figure 26 . Schematic illustration of two different deformation mechanisms: (a) Au/Cu multilayer with h = 25 nm, which is corresponding to the elastic buckling-assisted GB sliding; and (b) Au/Cu multilayer with h = 250 nm, which is corresponding to the dislocation plasticity-dominated shearing [88] .
The plastic deformation transition from plasticity localization (soft phase dominates) to shear banding deformation (co-deformation of both layers) in NMMFs has also been detected in micropillar compression tests. Mara [13] and Li [101] studied the deformation mode of Cu/Nb nanopillar, and found that, with h changing from 70 nm to 40 nm to 5 nm, the deformation mode changed from uniform extrusion of the soft layer gradually to a shear banding deformation and finally (h = 5 nm) to the highly localized shear fracture. The internal characteristics size related deformation process was also detected in Al/Pd NMMFs under pillar compression [147] . Zhang and coworkers [61, 99] systematically investigated the effect of internal feature sizes (individual layer thickness h) and extrinsic feature sizes (pillar diameter ϕ) on the deformation modes of Cu/Zr NMMFs and found that: with the decrease of the h, the deformation mode changed from the dislocation dominated symmetrical slip to shear localization and shear fracture; with the decrease of ϕ, the deformation mode changed from global shear to local shear. Figure 27 shows the deformation mode map (shear localization, shear + extrusion and extrusion) for NMMF. extrinsic feature sizes (pillar diameter φ) on the deformation modes of Cu/Zr NMMFs and found that: with the decrease of the h, the deformation mode changed from the dislocation dominated symmetrical slip to shear localization and shear fracture; with the decrease of φ, the deformation mode changed from global shear to local shear. Figure 27 shows the deformation mode map (shear localization, shear + extrusion and extrusion) for NMMF. 
Conclusions and Future Developments
In this overview, we have emphasized the broad trends observed in the fracture properties of nanoscale metallic multilayer films, such as fracture toughness, wear resistance, adhesion energy, and plastic instability, which roughly summarize the development of NMMF in recent 10 years. A transition from bulk-like facture behavior to one controlled by individual dislocation and interfacemediated facture has been reviewed. Interface structure and length scale are believed to be two important factors deciding the fracture response. In sharp contrast to tough monolithic crystalline metals, the presence of interfaces enables the very high strength associated with the multilayered structure. Accordingly, through properly tailoring the internal features (length scale and interface structure), an optimized combination of fracture toughness and strength can obtained, which runs counter to the popular belief that increasing the strength leads to a decrease in the fracture toughness in materials. This finding is potentially able to explain effectively 'structure-properties' relationships that are used to advantage in multilayered composites, where the microstructure can be tailored with the goal of achieving a high density of fcc/fcc coherent interfaces [15] . Hopefully, the theoretical analyses and available experimental results can provide further impetus for understanding the nanoscale damage of multilayers, with which it is possible to artificially control the constituent phases or dimension configurations to achieve target performance in technological applications.
While there are still many key issues that remain puzzling. Their resolution would undoubtedly lead to improved fracture properties and superior understanding of the deformation map for NMMFs. In the following, we list a few questions with which we are concerned, which may shed light on further development.
1. The length scale-dependent toughening map [15] is mainly build on an integrated interface which acts as effective barriers for crack propagation, and there is largely ignored interdiffusion at the interfaces, especially at small h and in multilayers with negative heat of mixing [148] [149] [150] . The formation of alloys and amorphous is a result of interface diffusion [95, 151, 152] , which should be considered in building the deformation map for NMMFs. For h < 1 nm, even a small amount of interdiffusion may have a pronounced effect on interface stress and strength [148, 153] . Additionally, residual stress in the layers, e.g., growth stress in NMMFs could also be important in influencing the toughening model [154] .
2. Plastic deformation of NMMFs has been described using various mechanisms with varying levels of success. While the majority of the mechanisms focus on the NMMFs with equal individual layer thickness (modulation ratio η = 1), few works concern NMMFs with varying modulation ratios. 
In this overview, we have emphasized the broad trends observed in the fracture properties of nanoscale metallic multilayer films, such as fracture toughness, wear resistance, adhesion energy, and plastic instability, which roughly summarize the development of NMMF in recent 10 years. A transition from bulk-like facture behavior to one controlled by individual dislocation and interface-mediated facture has been reviewed. Interface structure and length scale are believed to be two important factors deciding the fracture response. In sharp contrast to tough monolithic crystalline metals, the presence of interfaces enables the very high strength associated with the multilayered structure. Accordingly, through properly tailoring the internal features (length scale and interface structure), an optimized combination of fracture toughness and strength can obtained, which runs counter to the popular belief that increasing the strength leads to a decrease in the fracture toughness in materials. This finding is potentially able to explain effectively 'structure-properties' relationships that are used to advantage in multilayered composites, where the microstructure can be tailored with the goal of achieving a high density of fcc/fcc coherent interfaces [15] . Hopefully, the theoretical analyses and available experimental results can provide further impetus for understanding the nanoscale damage of multilayers, with which it is possible to artificially control the constituent phases or dimension configurations to achieve target performance in technological applications.
2. Plastic deformation of NMMFs has been described using various mechanisms with varying levels of success. While the majority of the mechanisms focus on the NMMFs with equal individual layer thickness (modulation ratio η = 1), few works concern NMMFs with varying modulation ratios. Under certain conditions, such as modulation-induced structure transition (Section 2.2.1) and length-scale-induced toughening (Section 4.1), it is not only interesting, but also of practical requirement to establish more comprehensive models for exploring the size effect.
3. Recent studies show that interface structure also plays an important role in shear instability in NMMFs. Dislocation transmission favors the formation of crystallographic band, whereas dislocations do not transmit which cause interface tilting and are associated with shear band formation [155] . It is also argued that the interface with low shear strength and strong barriers for slip transmission indicates a new mechanism for shear banding and fracture [13] . However, early studies show that fcc Cu/bcc Cr multilayers can be more effective in resisting shear-band deformation than the Cu/Au multilayers, as a result of the higher resistance of the Cu/Cr interface to dislocation transmission [156] . More sound explanations are needed about whether the interface structure plays an important role in the shear banding and subsequent shear fracture processes in NMMFs or not.
After all, the fracture properties of nanoscale metallic multilayer films are closely related to the interfaces. At present, there are abundant research opportunities in the area regarding the strengthening mechanisms, except the unresolved issues we outlined, the fatigue, creep, fracture, and irradiation failure mechanics of multilayer are still in the data accumulation stage. An in-depth understanding of this will continue to flourish and seems to be in sight. 
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Nomenclature
A
The projected contact area of the hardness impression (nm 2 ) A c
The area of the crack (nm 2 ) A Su
The average cross-sectional area of the substrate pillar. A 0
The cross-sectional area at half initial height of the pillar (nm 2 ) a Atomic radiuses (nm) a Mean values of the atomic diameter (nm) a *
The crack radius (nm) b
Burgers vector (nm) C The compliance of the film (nm) d b
The diameter of bubbles (nm)
The diameter of interstitial loops (nm) E The Young's modulus E eff
The effective modulus (GPa) E f
Respective modulus of film (GPa) E measured The measured modulus of the tapered NMMFs (GPa) E s
Respective modulus of substrate (GPa) E Su
The modulus of the substrate pillar (GPa) E total
Young's modulus of the film/substrate system in uniaxial tension (GPa) ∆F The measured force difference (GPa) The critical thickness to form perfect coherent interfaces (nm) h f
The film thickness (nm) h 0
The penetration depth (nm) h ϕ
The layer thickness measured parallel to the glide plane (nm) K app
The far field mode I stress intensity (MPa·m 1/2 ) K IC
The fracture toughness (MPa·m 1/2 ) k B
The Boltzmann constant L
The distance between source and obstacle (nm) L 0
Half initial height of the pillar (nm) L p
The final height of the pillar (nm) L Su
The total length of the substrate pillar (nm) l
Half of the buckle width (nm) M
The Taylor factor N d
The defects density across the radiation damage region n The equilibrium number of dislocations P
The load in compression test (mN) P max Peak load in nanoindentation (mN) Q The activation energy (J) R The ideal gas constant (J/(mol·K)) r Crack length (nm) r 0
The effective core radius, the radius at the top of the pillar (nm) r d
The radius of the defect cluster The total displacement in pillar compression (nm) 
